
It is not for our family, it is not to secure a good position, it is not to earn money, it is not to obtain a diploma, that 

we study. We study to learn, to know, to understand the world, and for the sake of the joy that it gives us.
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Welcome to the November issue!!!

“Champions aren’t born. Champions are made from something they have deep inside them

– a desire, a dream and a vision. “– Muhammad Ali

The Real Reason behind hosting a Sports Day

Has anyone ever wondered why we even have a sports day? We must all work so hard every

day for almost 2 months to just display it on one day! But that’s not the real reason behind

putting up a sports day every year. Not only is it to display all our talents and abilities, a

sports day is essential for displaying team work, everyone’s competitive spirit and to also

teach every child a life lesson on winning and not winning.

There’s so much behind holding competitions like running races, long jump, etc. other than

to award the winning child with a cup or medal. It’s not even held to show everyone who is

great in sports or whatever. Holding a competition is purely to teach a student that winning a

cup is not a big deal. But what IS important is whether you put in your best efforts, cup or

no cup. So even you didn’t win anything, don’t worry. You will always get your opportunity

next year and always remember one thing - Sometimes we need to lose the small battles in

order to win the war.
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Fun Facts on Sports!

1. A race car with a wood-
burning engine finished 3rd in 
the 1927 Indianapolis 500.

2. Boxing legend Rocky 
Marciano invented the fax 
machine.

3. Studies show high school 
tennis players score 
significantly lower on math 
tests, it is assumed because of 
the sport’s illogical 15–30–40 
scoring system.
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Hard work + Team cooperation = Success

Dripping sweat. Muscle cramps. Racing heart. So much of effort put in to make
Primrose’s Sports Day a grand success! I’m pretty sure everyone, including teachers,
working staff, the Edusports group and especially the children had a strenuous
experience throughout the sports day.

Even though we all were literally burned in the sun, made to sweat like crazy and
drained of all our energy, it was for a good cause and for sure did not go to waste.
All the arrangements made by the staff and teachers for a good display, the helping
hand of the sub-staff and the cooperation of the students from classes Pre – KG to
Class 11 eventually led to victory! Although our individual efforts were very crucial to
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an amazing Sports Day, the combined team work of all our school members
was also very essential. None of this could have been achieved without the KG
children putting on a performance without any whines or if the akkas hadn’t
provided us juice to keep our energy levels high. The teachers also acted as the
glue of our program, for they efficiently handled all problems and sealed the
efforts of everyone into a bundle of success. A big shout out to our Principal Sir
and our Director Ma’am, who took meticulous care to ensure the smooth
functioning of the Sports Day. But definitely, we must mention all the
amazing students whose hard work also were a key to sweet success.

So from this, we can come to a conclusion that the recipe for success includes
equal parts of Effort and Team Work!
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Artist’s Masterpiece

- Karunya, I A

- Stanley, V- Vaishali, I B

- Purvi, I B


